SAFE Paediatrics UK 2 day course

Tuesday 21 and Wednesday 22 May 2019
Organisers: Dr Isabeau Walker and Dr Rachel Freedman, London
Location: 21 Portland Place, London, W1B 1PY

Day 1 – Tuesday 21 May 2019

09:00  Registration
09:30  Lecture - Introduction to “SAFE” paediatric anaesthesia course
       Dr Isabeau Walker, London
09:45  Lecture - Overview: the child is not a miniature adult
       Dr Michelle White, London
10:00  Workshop 1 - Basic principles (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)
       1. Pre-operative evaluation
          Dr Michelle White, London and Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow
       2. Normal values and basic calculations
          Dr Isabeau Walker, London and Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol
       3. Pre-operative fasting
          Dr Mark Thomas, London and Dr Lara Herbert, Truro
       4. Maintenance fluids
          Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff and Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool
12:00  Lunch
13:00  Workshop 2 – Basic principles continued (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)
       1. Basic airway
          Dr Michelle White, London and Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow
       2. Advanced airway
          Dr Isabeau Walker, London and Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol
       3. The anaesthetic plan
          Dr Mark Thomas, London and Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool
       4. Extubation
          Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff and Dr Lara Herbert, Truro
14:55  Tea and coffee
15:15  Lecture - Recognition and management of the sick child
       Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff
15:30  Workshop 3 – Resuscitation (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)
       1. Child BLS (50 minute session)
          Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff, Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool, Dr Mark Thomas, London and
          Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow
       2. Intra-osseous access
          Dr Rachel Freedman, London and Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol
       3. Recognition of the sick child
          Drs Isabeau Walker and Dr Michelle White, London
17:25  Close
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### Day 2 – Wednesday 22 May 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>Lecture – Safety in paediatric anaesthesia</td>
<td>Dr Nick Boyd, London</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 09:15  | Workshop 4 – Advanced airways (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)                        | 1. ENT and OSA  
Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow and Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool  
2. Difficult airway management  
Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol and Dr Mark Thomas, London  
3. Top tips in paediatric anaesthesia  
Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff and Dr Lara Herbert, Truro  
4. Asthma and difficult ventilation  
Dr Isabeau Walker, London and Dr Rachel Freedman, London |
| 10:55  | Tea and coffee                                                                                     |                                                                         |
| 11:15  | Workshop 5 – Medical problems (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)                         | 1. Airway emergencies  
Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol and Dr Mark Thomas, London  
2. Inhaled foreign body  
Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff and Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool  
3. Convulsions  
Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow and Dr Rachel Freedman, London  
4. Cardiac abnormalities in children  
Dr Isabeau Walker, London and Dr Michelle White, London |
| 12:55  | Lunch                                                                                               |                                                                         |
| 13:45  | Lecture - Trauma and burns management in children                                                   | Dr Rachel Freedman, London                                              |
| 14:00  | Workshop 6 – Trauma/burns (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)                             | 1. Evaluation in burns  
Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol and Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool  
2. Evaluation of blood loss  
Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow and Dr Mark Thomas, London  
3. Head injury  
Dr Rachel Freedman, London and Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff  
4. Fluid resuscitation  
Dr Lara Herbert, Truro and Dr Michelle White, London |
| 15:40  | Tea and coffee                                                                                      |                                                                         |
| 16:00  | Workshop 7 – Services for children in the NHS (Delegates will rotate in 25 minute intervals)        |                                                                         |
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1. Pain management for children
   Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow and Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool
2. Transport of the sick child
   Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol and Dr Mark Thomas, London
3. Maintaining skills, providing comprehensive care for children in the NHS
   Dr Isabeau Walker, London and Dr Lara Herbert, Truro
4. Interesting cases and review of pilot course
   Dr Rachel Freedman, London and Dr Michelle White, London

17:40 Q&A, wrap up session
   Dr Rachel Freedman, London

18:00 Close

Faculty for both days
Dr Lowri Bowen, Cardiff           Dr Caron Moores, Liverpool
Dr Rachel Freedman, London         Dr Isabeau Walker, London
Dr Lara Herbert, Truro             Dr Michelle White, London
Dr Ros Lawson, Glasgow             Dr Mark Thomas, London
Dr Nick Boyd, Bristol              